Influences of Distant Drilling Methods and Agility Levels to Forehand Accuracy of Tennis Players
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Abstract—This research aims to find out influence of distant hitting drilling training and agility level to accuracy of 10 – 12 year old badminton players’ forehands. This experimental research used factorial 2 x 2 analysis. There were two variables manipulated simultaneously to investigate the influence of each level to the dependent variable. The data was collected by observation, interview, test, and measurement. The data was analyzed by normality, homogeneity, two ways ANOVA and hypothesis tests. The findings showed that: long distant drilling method on forehand was found better to have better accuracy than short distant drilling; there was influence between agility levels to forehand accuracy of the players; and there was interaction between the drilling methods and agility levels to the players’ forehands strikes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Forehand is a basic strike and is better to do in the beginning of training since it is easier to master by beginner, as for example the National Club Players Samarinda athletes. Forehand is a striking ball technique by grabbing the racket and facing forward to the target. This technique mastery requires several matters to know: (1) functions of several limbs, (2) ways to hold racket, (3) estimation to know the ball arrival and ways to counter it, and (4) strike classification and steps to execute it (Handono Murti, 2002:22). According to Nurul Khasanah (2008:52), steps to do forehand are: (1) leg and racket grabbing positions, (2) body position, (3) leg and hand positions, (4) impact position of ball and the racket, and (5) further movement anticipation.

The swing of this technique is started by back swing and heads to forward in which the front part of the racket facing the ball. The biomechanics swing of this technique has developed from the traditional technique, which is by having light elliptical movement which is more extreme and longer. This arch is wider and allows speed acceleration so the energy transfer to the ball gets smoother and stronger.

There is a problem of athletes whom frequently commit human error. It is the result of forehand which is less accurate. In this case, agility plays important role. However, the real fact of National Tennis Club Samarinda tennis players showed that they had difficulties to execute it since they could not do it accurately. It was caused by agility levels of the players. The National Tennis Club players consisted of 10 – 12 year old children in Samarinda, 2014. They are categorized as second level general phase motor training. This category covers improvement of smooth coordination skill, such as improved quality movement (Fox, 1993 in Arie Asnaldi, 2008:05).

Based on the fact, the researcher tried to find solution about the problem. The offered solution was giving short and long distant drilling method to monitor the players’ strikes and to make it consistent and accurate. This training was done by providing stimulus to make players felt the movements. In drilling training, the players strike ball repeatedly when the ball is thrown by a trainer or other partner. Experts assert that drilling method is effective to train moving skill since it could easily plan training based on the players’ needs. Drilling method is a training method to do something repeatedly based on the targeted purpose. Therefore, many trainers use drilling technique to train movement.

Drilling method is basically a coach oriented method and it is important to use if the target is to make learners mastering certain movement which has been determined (Sugiyanto, 2000:12). It is also a training method to internalize certain habit (Syiaiful Sagala, 2003:217). Drilling method has several strength points, such as (1) easily implemented by both coach and tennis athlete, (2) speech and accuracy improvement within specific skill training, (3) benefits on using behaviors without requiring full concentration to carry it, (4) behavioral formation to create complex movement, and (5) automatically execution (Sugiyanto, 2000:14). However, drilling has several weaknesses, such as (1) hindering potency and initiation of learners, (2) coach oriented training process, (3) boredom, (4) inflexible behavioral formation, (5) unreal obtained
skills, (6) lack of players’ opportunities to move freely, (7) sufficient tool dependency, and (8) not competitive in nature (Sugiyono, 2010:16).

Since skill to produce greater power with racket depends on muscular power. Thus, for tennis athletes, strength should be directed to arm, hand, and whilst, hand, shoulder, and leg. Strength is muscular ability to create stress of a weight (Harsono, 2002:176). From this point, it could be known that agility influences forehand strike result. Tennis player uses five major muscles during playing the game: 1) leg muscle, 2) waist and hip muscle, 3) back muscle, 4) abdomen muscle, and 5) hand and shoulder muscles (Sukadiyanto, 2002:70).

In this research, besides taking drilling methods, the researcher focused on agility. Agility is muscular leg power in which an individual could change his position quickly and accurately while moving without losing balance and consciousness of his body position. Basuki Widiyarso (2008:51) stated that agility is important to (1) coordinate multiple movements, (2) ease high technique training, (3) create effective and efficient movement, and to ease power orientation and anticipation toward opponents and competition environment. In playing tennis, agility is skill to change direction quickly and accurately while moving from one place to another place (Ismaryati, 2010:41).

To do forehand, agility is needed to move quickly approaching ball and execute a forehand strike. According to Filipcic (2000:15), it is important to consider basic motor abilities as well as specific tennis capacities. Players in executing forehand need coordinating skills of leg and hand which are entailed by changing direction and body positions quickly.

A player is required to have excellent agility to support him playing tennis. There is also a need to have appropriate training method. Therefore, in this research, the drilling method was done in various distances from the net. The drilling methods were realized into short and long distant drilling methods.

Short distant drilling method is a hitting training done repeatedly. It is done from the net until 5 m service line which is started by hitting from service line position (C.M. Jones & Angela Buxton, 2006:31-32). Long distant drilling method is a hitting training done from the net until baseline. It is done repeatedly from the net until 11 m baseline, started from the baseline or beyond it (Jim Brown, 2007:123-124). Theoretically, long distant drilling method is more effective than the short one since it habituates learners to do forehand from the actual line, the baseline.

In another hand, to have better forehand, an athlete’s agility is important. It could be known that agility factor influences forehand. Based on the agility and strike distance, it was assumed to have influence on forehand results. Thus, it is expected to have interaction among distant drilling methods and agility levels to forehand accuracy of 10-12 year old tennis players.

II. METHODOLOGY

This research was carried out at National Tennis Club Samarinda. It lasted for one and a half month in 2014 with training frequency 3 times a weak.

This experimental research used 2 x 2 factorial analyses (Sudjana, 2005:284). There were two variables manipulated simultaneously to investigate each influence level to the dependent variables in which were caused by interactions among variables. Factorial experimental research considers probability of independence toward the results (dependence).

Attributive variables in this research consisted of agility, and low and high level. Thus, these two variables were not compared. This research only compared each factorial influence of each level. This block design was used to avoid bias in score difference of the players’ agility skills to pose their forehands caused by motoric skill levels.

To keep the purity of the given training methods and to generalize the population, there is a need of internal and external validity design (Nazir, 2003:222-223). The external validity was done to ensure the representativeness which could be generalized. This external validity consists of population and ecology validities.

The variables of this research consisted of manipulated an independent variable, a controlled independent variable or called as attributive variable, and a dependent variable. The manipulated independent variable consisted of short distant hit drill method and long distant drill method. The controlled independent variable consisted of high and low agilities. The dependent variable consisted of forehand of badminton players.

The population of this research consisted of 16 tennis players with one exactly same feature: male aged 10 – 12 in Samarinda, 2014. The sample consisted of 16 tennis players of National Tennis Club Samarinda, 2014. They were taken by total sampling and purposive sampling. Based on purposive sampling, the studentagilitywas tested to find out who had high and low agilities. They were then 8 selected students of each level. From the numbers of the students, matching subject by ordinal pairing was used(ABBA patter) to create two training groups which had relatively equal agility. From those groups formed for each level, a
lottery to determine group intervened by short distant or long distant drilling method was done. Thus, there were 4 training groups formed:

1) Short distant drilling method group with high agility.
2) Short distant drilling method group with low agility.
3) Long distant drilling method group with high agility.
4) Long distant drilling method group with low agility.

The research instruments consisted of agility fundrill test and forehand groundstroke tennis skill test which was taken from Heweit Tennis Test and modified by Mulyono Biyakto.

The techniques of collecting data consisted of observation, interview, test, and measurement.

The techniques of analyzing data consisted of normality test by Liliefors with \( \alpha = 0.05\%), homogeneity test with \( \alpha = 0.05\%), two ways ANOVA statistic test and hypothesis test by F-test with significance 0.05%.

The statistics hypotheses consist of:

H1: There is influence between short distant and long distant drilling methods to forehand accuracy of male tennis players aged 10 – 12 of National Tennis Club Samarinda in 2014.

H1: There is influence between high and low agility levels to forehand accuracy of male tennis players aged 10 – 12 of National Tennis Club Samarinda in 2014.

H1: There is interaction of distant drilling methods and agility levels to forehand accuracy of male tennis players aged 10 – 12 of National Tennis Club Samarinda in 2014.

III. FINDINGS

The complete collected data as research findings are shown in the Table below:

Table 2. Summary of Research Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agility (B)</th>
<th>Drilling Method</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDS (A1)</td>
<td>LDS (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Agility (B1)</td>
<td>( \Sigma X_1 = 23.0 )</td>
<td>( \Sigma X_2 = 61.0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( X_{2\alpha} = 5.75 )</td>
<td>( X_{1\alpha} = 15.25 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min = 4.0</td>
<td>Min = 12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max = 8.0</td>
<td>Max = 17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD = 1.71</td>
<td>SD = 2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n_2 = 4 )</td>
<td>( n_1 = 4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Agility (B2)</td>
<td>( \Sigma X_1 = 82.0 )</td>
<td>( \Sigma X_2 = 86.0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( X_{2\alpha} = 21.5 )</td>
<td>( X_{1\alpha} = 25.0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min = 19.0</td>
<td>Max = 25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max = 22.0</td>
<td>SD = 2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD = 1.29</td>
<td>( n_2 = 4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>( \Sigma X_{k1} = )</td>
<td>( \Sigma X_{k2} = )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data of short distant drilling method for low agility samples showed scores 4.0 until 8.0 with average 5.75 and deviation standard 1.71. The distribution of the score from this 100% sample condition or 4 samples was categorized low forehand accuracy.

The data of short distant drilling method for low agility samples showed scores 19.0 until 22.0 with average 20.5 and deviation standard 1.29. The score distribution of the samples are: samples obtaining score lesser than 9 or categorized low were 0 (0.0%); samples obtaining scores higher than 9 and lesser than 22 or categorized moderate were 3 persons (75.0%); and sample obtaining score higher than or equal to 22, categorized excellent, was 1 person (25.0%).

The data of long distant drilling method with low agility showed scores 12.0 until 17.0 with average 15.25 and deviation standard 2.36. The score distribution of the sample in 100% condition or 4 samples was categorized as moderate forehand accuracy.

The data of long distant drilling method for high agility showed scores from 19.0 until 25.0 with average 21.5 and deviation standard 2.64. The score distributions obtained from the samples are: samples obtaining 9 or categorized low were 0 person (0.0%); samples obtaining scores higher than 9 and lesser than 22 or categorized moderate were 2 persons (50.0%); and sample obtaining score higher and equal to 22 or categorized as excellent were two persons (50%).

A. Normality Test

The samples were then tested in term of their normality. The normality test was done by liliefors or komogorov-smirnov (Sudjana, 2006:466)

Table 3. Normality Test Results on Significance \( \alpha=0.05 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Data group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>A1B1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>A2B1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>A1B2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>A2B2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that for all data groups are higher than the significance 0.05 (p < 0.05). Thus, the data are normally distributed.

B. Homogeneity Test

The homogeneity of population variants was done by Levene test (Singhgi Santoso, 2001:169). The significance is 95% (\( \alpha=0.05 \)).
Interaction Between Drilling Training Methods And Agility Levels To The Players’ Forehand Accuracies

The calculation of two way anova shows that Fcount is 16.835 with probability 0.001. Therefore, the probability is lesser than 0.05. Thus, H₀ is denied and H₁ is accepted.

IV. DISCUSSION

Long distant drilling method on forehand was found better to have better accuracy than short distant drilling. One of the determinants of forehand accuracy is physical performance of the players. One of physical performances is strength. It is a physical component to do strike in tennis game. It is different with short drilling method in which did not spend a lot of energy. Therefore, short distant drilling method was effective. This training also suits on children aged 10 – 12 whom are on developmental period. It is in line with Bompa (2003:3) that training should have target, be arranged based on individual capability, have psychological feature, and social environments. It is also in line with Crespo, Miguel, Reid, Machar, Miley, and Dave (2004) telling that tennis player capability would improve by using drilling technique through practices in competition. The purpose is to facilitate players in understanding tactics, physics, and psychologies during competing. Integrated training in competitive environment provides chances for players to obtain experience of playing by having effective – applied techniques.

Drilling method gives chance for players to do repeated forehand so this strike technique mastery will improve. Besides that, this training could be done in every actual sport situation. It also attracts attention in having training.

The second hypothesis test showed there was influence between agility levels to forehand accuracy of the players. The comparison of the groups’ means with high agility was better than those with low agility. During the implementation of forehand, the racket swing played important role to build up energy toward the stroke ball. The racket swing during using forehand consists of thee movement sets as an integration. They are back swing, forward swing, and follow through. The amount of energy depends on the swung racket speed. The faster swing is, the impact energy on the ball will be greater and the ball will launch quickly and hardly. This fact is supported by expert that tennis player power is started at basic level in higher level of body part (Chu, 2001:11).

The third hypothesis shows interaction between the drilling methods and agility levels to the players’ forehands strikes. There were several factors influencing the accuracy. One of them was training method and agility. The distant of the strikes was correlated to agility improvement. Players with higher agility would have distant striking ability. However, in the other hand, the problem dealt with the accuracy. In contrast, players with low agility, in learning the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Data group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Df1</th>
<th>Df2</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A₁B₁</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A₁B₂</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A₂B₁</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A₂B₂</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that the significance level is higher than 0.05 (0.533), thus the data could be concluded from homogeneous population.

C. Hypothesis Test

The hypothesis test was done by two ways ANOVA with significance 95% (α=0.05) as shown in table below.

Table 5. Two Way AnovaCalculation on Significance (α=0.05) Dependent Variable: Forehand Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Model</td>
<td>623.500*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>207.833</td>
<td>48.427</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>3969.000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3969.000</td>
<td>924.816</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agility</td>
<td>441.000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>441.000</td>
<td>102.757</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Method</td>
<td>110.250</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>110.250</td>
<td>25.689</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agility* Training Method</td>
<td>72.250</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72.250</td>
<td>16.835</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>51.500</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.292</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4644.000</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>675.000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. R Squared = .924 (Adjusted R Squared = .905)

Influence Differences Of Short And Long Distant Drilling To The Players’ Forehand Accuracies

From the table, it could be known that F is 25.689 with probability 0.000. Therefore, the probability is lesser than 0.05. Thus, H₀ is denied. Meanwhile, the alternative hypothesis H₁ is accepted. It means there was influence of both training to the players’ forehand accuracies. It was also shown by classical mean comparison on long distant training (18.38) was better than short distant training (13.13).

Influence Differences Of Agility Levels To The Players’ Forehand Accuracies

The one factor anova calculation shows differences of agility levels to forehand strikes. Based on the table, it is known that Fcount is 102.757 with probability 0.000. Therefore, the probability is higher than 0.05 in which there was influence of agility levels to the players’ forehand strikes.
movement technique, they could do it well and have better accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the results, it could be concluded that: 1) there was significant influence of distant drilling method to forehand accuracy improvement of the players. It was found that long distant drilling strike was better; 2) there was influence difference of agility levels to forehand accuracy improvement; 3) there was significant interaction of drilling methods and agility levels to forehand accuracy.

It is suggested for coaches to select long distant drilling method to improve forehand accuracy of players. It is also important to use drilling training to improve forehand accuracy and needs to pay attention on agility factor. For other researchers, there is a need to conduct similar research with wider data.
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